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THE HONORABLE
GERALDINE FERRARO...House of Representatives,
312 Cannon House Office Building
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20515....

Your Honor....

I am attaching a xerox copy of your letter dated 9 July 1984 which will eliminate a lot of details and also take less of your valued time.

When I first wrote you I "hoped" you were selected as the VICE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE. You were "flattered". NOW YOU ARE and I am so pleased and at this time wish you all the best of good luck...happiness...and everything possible for a victory in November.

This HISTORICAL COLLECTION of mine has over FIFTEEN volumes of nothing but WORLD FIRSTS and WORLD RECORDS. That is why I was hoping for your selection and now that it is a reality.....I WANT THE COLORED AUTOPGRAPHED PHOTO ALL THE MORE.

Sorry to be so persistent but did read in the paper recently that your personal daily mail had risen from the hundreds to the many thousands. Just want you to recall that I was ONE OF YOUR EARLIEST REQUESTS.

All the best in life to you and your family and VICTORY in November.

Most cordially,

[REDACTED]

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER & DIRECTOR OF: UNIVERSAL AUTOGRAPH COLLECTORS CLUB
CHARTER MEMBER WORLD AUTOGRAPH SOCIETY
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